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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips every weekend, ranging from easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We also
organise instructional courses and hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $45 member, $65 couple, $25 junior or
associate, with a $5 discount for members
who opt to obtain this newsletter
electronically.
For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages.

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If the departure
point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually
depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening or
Saturday morning.
New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or contact
the trip leader in advance.
CTC trip change notifications: For very late changes to a trip, typically after you have left
the trip list at the departure point, you can leave a notification of the details of the trip change
on the CTC web site merely by sending a special text message from your mobile phone.
The message is for SAR purposes, and ends up in the members only area of the web site.
Procedure for leaving text message: Store this phone number +27 79 454 4321 on your
mobile phone, with a contact name such as "CTC TRIP CHANGE", Text messages must
start with CTC or Trip, as the text number is shared with other orgs - this is the filter for us.
Received messages can be viewed via the Trip Change Notification link in the CTC
Database main menu (Members > Officialdom > CTC DB admin) or:
http://www.ctc.org.nz/db/index.php/member/listTextMessages.
CTC OVERDUE TRIPS: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about
a trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
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is delayed. Refer to the list of Club Officers on the back of the newsletter and on the club
website. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the names
and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This will
greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (DO NOT LEAVE MESSAGES). We recommend that concerned people start
with the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the Presidents, then the Trip
Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut - if no contact can be made then the
Police. Members (particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement with your loved
ones so they are aware of this procedure.
Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side of Waltham School, is about 100m south of the Brougham St/Waltham Rd intersection.
Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. For a map go to
www.ctc.org.nz and click the Social Calendar link. A variety of social functions are organised,
the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served. If you can give a presentation or
have ideas, please phone Kay Taylor 03-3584580 or email kaytaylor30@xtra.co.nz. Please
note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is a guest speaker, he/she will start
at 8:10 pm sharp.
Wednesday 30 September

Club Night

Newsletter Folding Night and Trip Planning: Come along, chat, help with folding club
newsletters and have the opportunity to help plan tramps. Bring your muscles, maps and
ideas! There will be a laptop and projector available to informally show slides from recent
club or private trips too. Start the evening at the nearby The Roxx Climbing Centre. Meet
about 5.30, find a CTC buddy and climb till 7.30pm. We get industry prices, just show your
CTC membership card. Prices are as follows: Top Rope Area: adult $13 casual. $120
concession. Bouldering Area: adult $11 casual, concession for 10 sessions $90. (NB Hire
of harness and shoes is extra).
Long Weekend 2-4 October
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Kaikoura Basecamp: Leaving Friday night, Saturday is Kaikoura’s Grade: Basecamp
Seafood Festival, "Seafest", or tramping. Sunday perhaps Riley Hill Closed: 24 Sep
on the way back. Need numbers early to organise accommodation Map:
and finalise planning.
Approx:
Saturday 3 October
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 337 3125
bernhard.parawa@cdhb.govt.nz

Mt Harper (1829 m): In the Erewhon region, near Lake Emma, walk
starts near Lake Camp. The climb to the summit (1829 m) offers
ever-changing views of the Lake Heron basin, Ashburton
catchment and the craggy Arrowsmith range. From the top we get
stunning views into the Rangitata River, Mesopotamia Station and
Butler Downs. We return via Balmacaan Saddle to make a loop trip.
~ 1250 m height gain. Ice-axe and crampons required.
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Grade: Moderate
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 1 Oct
Map:
BX19
Approx: $30

Sunday 4 October
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Hogsback: From the access road just west of Castle Hill Village, a
track follows the Long Spur ridgeline, then through beech forest,
crossing Long Creek and Waterfall Creek. We then go up Hogs
Back itself (1,032 m), traversing the ridge before crossing Hogs
Back Creek. Up to Long Spur and pick up the track back to the cars.
A mix of on and off track tramping. Round trip around 15 km and
400 m height gain.

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Wednesday 7 October

Easy/Mod
1 Oct
BW21
$20

Club Night

MapWorld and GPS Devices plus more: Tonight Madeleine from MapWorld is coming to
talk on the range of GPS navigational devices available, PLBs, Fresh Maps and things
generally of great use to trampers who want to know where they are (or where they have
been!). Come along and learn what gadgetry is available to supplement your map and
compass skills!
Thursday 8 October
Departure point: Cnr Heybridge Ln & Hillsborough Tce

Leader: Warwick Dowling
warwick.dowling@gmail.com

CTC Hill Climb -- 6:15 pm-7:15 pm during daylight saving
hours: Meet at 6:15 pm, on the corner of Heybridge Lane off
Hillsborough Terrace, every Thursday evening during Daylight
Saving for an hour of power walking/tramping in the Mt Vernon
Park. No trip list, just turn up - except if wet or if there is a public
holiday next day. Note new day of THURSDAY.
Saturday 10 October
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 8 Oct
Map:
Approx: Free

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Rangitata Basin - Mystery Lake: Starting from the Pots River
Bridge, before the summer heat, our route gradually climbs in open
tussock country above the river escarpment to Mystery Lake at the
foot of the Dogs Range. We then continue down the moraine to exit
by Lake Clearwater (667 m). Height: 1100 m. Height gain: ~500 m.
Time: 4 -5 hrs. (Backup Tramp: Benmore Hut BW21)
Weekend 10-11 October
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy+
8 Oct
BX19
$30

Leader: Tomyu Hu 03 3433 887
tomyuhu@gmail.com

Mt Valiant, Arthurs Pass: Climb Mt Valiant at the head of the East
Hawdon River via its South Face. Trip involves river crossings to
the East Hawdon Biv on Saturday. Hopefully it will be fine and frosty
on Sunday morning which will make for nice cramponing to the
1847 m summit. Leaving on Saturday morning.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

ModHard
1 Oct
BV21
$30 + hut
fees

Sunday 11 October
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366
bryce.williamson68@gmail.com

Big Ben Range - Lyndon Road to 13-mile Bush: Bryce has a
missing piece of "spider web" in his GPS tracks that criss-cross the
region. There are some interesting variations to be found in this
region, and some surprising topography to delight you if you think
that the Big Ben Range - which lies to the west of Porters Pass - is
all just rounded hills. The almost highest point in the region is Ben
More (1655 m). Come along and see what surprises Bryce has in
store for you.

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 8 Oct
Map:
BW21
BW20
Approx: $20

Wednesday 14 October

Club Night

LandSAR talk: The volunteers of LandSAR (NZ Land Search and Rescue) operate in
suburban, urban, wilderness and rural areas including regional and forest parks, shorelines
and caves. These unpaid professionals offer their specialist search and rescue skills to the
public 24 hours a day, 7 days a week via the New Zealand Police and the Rescue
Coordination Centre. In 2013 they donated 14,357 hours to rescue operations and spent
65,358 hours training for rescue operations. Tonight we are privileged to have Dave Kehric,
a dog handler with LandSAR, talk to us about his role in the organisation, his dogs, and
some of the rescues they have been involved with.
Thursday 15 October
Departure point: Cnr Heybridge Ln & Hillsborough Tce

Leader: Warwick Dowling
warwick.dowling@gmail.com

CTC Hill Climb -- 6:15 pm-7:15 pm during daylight saving
hours: Meet at 6:15 pm, on the corner of Heybridge Lane off
Hillsborough Terrace, every Thursday evening during Daylight
Saving for an hour of power walking/tramping in the Mt Vernon
Park. No trip list, just turn up - except if wet or if there is a public
holiday next day. Note new day of THURSDAY.
Long Weekend 16-18 October
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 8 Oct
Map:
Approx: Free

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 337 3125
bernhard.parawa@cdhb.govt.nz

Paske Saddle: I will be leaving from the "Z" garage at 7.00 pm
Friday 16 October; staying at Fowler Hut or Lake Tennyson. Track
around the lake and hike up Clarence to the base of the Saddle,
where we will be requiring ice axe & crampons to go over the
saddle. The return trip will depend on the snow conditions.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
8 Oct
BS20
$35 + hut
fees

Saturday 17 October
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Hallelujah Flat: Hallelujah Flat is about 9 km up the Andrews Track
from Andrews Shelter, on the way to the Casey Hut. Given suitable
weather, we will offer anyone who is interested the option of going
up the stream bed rather than the track. Either way, it is about 300
m height gain altogether, through red beech forest, arriving at
Hallelujah flat itself, dotted with hebes, as the perfect place for
lunch. Then back to the cars via the track and Springfield for coffee,
milkshake, icecream, etc. A good preview for the classic "Casey
Binser" overnight loop that I intend to lead in November.
Saturday 17 October
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy
15 Oct
BV21
$30

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Mt Bruce: The trip starts at Cora Lynn and follows the Lagoon
Saddle Track up through beech forest, out onto open tussock up to
Lagoon Saddle. From the saddle, ascend a steep poled route up to
Mt Bruce (1,630 m). Great views from the top with 1,000 m height
gain. From there we descend into Broad Stream and pick up a track
through the bush along the stream, back to Cora Lynn. This trip
would suit people looking to step up from easy/moderate tramping
- not too far, fast or high - just a bit more of a challenge. Be aware
that there might be some snow left, so make sure that you contact
the leader and check the snow reports.
Wednesday 21 October

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
15 Oct
BV20
$25

Club Night

Cycle Touring: Sue Napier will share some of her cycle touring travels and adventures
with us. Talk details to follow.
Thursday 22 October
Departure point: Cnr Heybridge Ln & Hillsborough Tce

Leader: Warwick Dowling
warwick.dowling@gmail.com

CTC Hill Climb -- 6:15 pm-7:15 pm during daylight saving
hours: Meet at 6:15 pm, on the corner of Heybridge Lane off
Hillsborough Terrace, every Thursday evening during Daylight
Saving for an hour of power walking/tramping in the Mt Vernon
Park. No trip list, just turn up - except if wet or if there is a public
holiday next day. Note new day of THURSDAY.
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Grade: Moderate
Closes: 8 Oct
Map:
Approx: Free

Saturday 24 October
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Mt Noble (1220): Just off the Lake Sumner Road in the Waikari
area. The tramping is mostly untracked and there is about 800 m of
height gain to the top, steep at first and then easing off, so this is a
trip at the more demanding end of the easy-moderate range. At the
top you will be rewarded with great views out over the Hurunui
country. There are some options for the return trip, depending on
the stamina and bush-bashing enthusiasm of the group. [The leader
assures us that the bush-bash is a "NICE" one with no blood hungry
nasties. Yeah right!]
Weekend 24-25 October
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy/Mod
22 Oct
BV23
$25

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 3589125
judychris@xnet.co.nz

Black Hills, Double Hut & Mt Taylor: Walk the Te Araroa trail from
the Rakaia, Saturday night at Comyns Hut, Sunday night at Double
Hut, Monday climb Mt Taylor and walk out to Lake Heron. Ideal trip
for beginner tenters, cross country navigators or trampers looking
for a cruisy weekend away. There will be plenty of opportunities for
some hill wombling by the more energetic members of the party.
Weekend 24-25 October
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy/Mod
15 Oct
BX19
$30 + hut
fees

Leader: Bill Johnson 022 049 3453
bill@billjohnson.co.nz

Glacier Weekend: Fox Glacier, Chancellor Hut, Chancellor
Dome, Albert Glacier, Pioneer Hut: Depart Christchurch 2 pm
Friday for Fox Glacier and camp overnight. Saturday morning follow
the Chancellor Hut route along and back and forth across the Fox
Glacier. Overnight at Chancellor Hut and head up Albert Glacier to
Pioneer Hut Sunday morning. (Some may opt to stay around
Chancellor Hut and climb Chancellor Dome or make other trips.)
Return from Pioneer Hut Monday morning and back to
Christchurch. Alpine and glacier conditions - ice axe, crampons,
helmets, harnesses, prusiks required (ropes provided), glacier
crossing skills will be practiced. 6.5km, 900m height gain to
Chancellor Hut, 2 km and 750 m to Chancellor Dome, 6 km 1100 m
height gain to Pioneer Hut.
Sunday 25 October
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Mod/Hard
Closes: 15 Oct
Map:
Approx:

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Misty Peaks: Misty Peaks is a Christchurch City Council Reserve
above Akaroa between the top of Stoney Bay Road and Lighthouse
Road. The trip will start from near sea level in Akaroa township and
wind up the hill via farmland to the top of Stoney Bay Road. On the
way through the reserve, we leave the track to climb Mt. Berard, a
790 m peak, affording great views over Akaroa Harbour and east
over bush clad valleys. The track then heads south and west to
Lighthouse Road. The trip will involve a car shuffle.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy/Mod
22 Oct
BY25
$20

Wednesday 28 October

Club Night

Newsletter Folding and Trip Planning Evening: Come along, chat, help with folding club
newsletters and have the opportunity to help plan tramps. Bring your maps and ideas.
There will be a laptop and projector available to informally show slides from recent club or
private trips. Start the evening at the nearby The Roxx Climbing Centre. Meet about 5.30,
find a CTC buddy and climb till 7.30pm. We get industry prices, just show your CTC
membership card. Prices are as follows: Top Rope Area: adult $13 casual, concession for
10 sessions $120. Bouldering Area: adult $11 casual, concession for 10 sessions $90. Hire
of harness and shoes is extra.
Thursday 29 October
Departure point: Cnr Heybridge Ln & Hillsborough Tce

Leader: Warwick Dowling
warwick.dowling@gmail.com

CTC Hill Climb 6:15 pm - 7:15 pm during daylight saving hours:
Meet at 6:15 pm, on the corner of Heybridge Lane off Hillsborough
Terrace, every Thursday evening during Daylight Saving for an hour
of power walking/tramping in the Mt Vernon Park. No trip list, just
turn up - except if wet or if there is a public holiday next day. Note
new day of THURSDAY.

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 8 Oct
Map:
Approx: Free

Saturday 31 October 7:30am start
Leader: Doug Forster 337-5453
Departure point: Yaldhurst Road, diagonally opposite
doug@forster.net.nz
Caltex Russley
Mt Foweraker (1804 m): 7.30 am start at the Yaldhurst Rd meeting
place. This is a recently named peak at Pt 1804, 1493770 524131,
and we will ascend via an untracked bush ridge east of Red Beech
Stream. If conditions and party are suitable we might return via
Sudden Valley Stream. Fallback to 1st Nov in the event of
unsuitable weather.
Saturday 31 October
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

ModHard
29 Oct
BV21
$30

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Port Hills - Lunch on Port Hills: Bruce’s mystery trip to the Crater Grade: Easy
Rim Walkway, then back down. Time: 4- 5 hrs. Height: 400 m
Closes: 29 Oct
Map:
BX24
Approx: $5
Weekend 31 October-1 November
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui 7am

Leader: Andrew Smith
andrew.smiffy@gmail.com

Lake Man & Doubtful Range: Meet at 7am. Drive to just past the
Engineers Camp on SH7. Ford the Boyle, Doubtful and Kedron
Rivers to Lake Man and the Doubtful Range (about 13km with a
height gain of 1000m). Enjoy the magnificent views of the range.
Camp next to Lake Man if the weather is good or next to/in the
bivouac if it's not (space is limited around the biv). Return via the
the Doubtful tops (~13km).
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Grade: Moderate
Closes: 28 Oct
Map:
BU22,
BU23
Approx: $65

Wednesday 4 November

Club Night

Transalpine Traverse from Mt Cook to Arthur’s Pass: After a years’ planning, in
December 2014 Ruth Gray and two companions attempted a transalpine traverse through
the heart of the Southern Alps from Mt Cook to Arthur’s Pass. For almost one month they
traversed a lot of moraine, numerous glaciers, and the badly storm damaged Wanganui
River valley, visiting places that few people ever get the opportunity to see. This is the story
of their journey, and the challenges and obstacles they faced along the way.
Thursday 5 November
Departure point: Cnr Heybridge Ln & Hillsborough Tce

Leader: Warwick Dowling
warwick.dowling@gmail.com

CTC Hill Climb -- 6:15 pm-7:15 pm during daylight saving
hours: Meet at 6:15 pm, on the corner of Heybridge Lane off
Hillsborough Terrace, every Thursday evening during Daylight
Saving for an hour of power walking/tramping in the Mt Vernon
Park. No trip list, just turn up - except if wet or if there is a public
holiday next day. Note new day of THURSDAY.
Saturday 7 November
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 8 Oct
Map:
Approx: Free

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
Davidlsutton@yahoo.co.uk

Godley Peak, 2087 m, Palmer Range: Godley Peak (2087 m) is
at the end of the Palmer Range, overlooking the confluence of the
Wilberforce and Rakaia rivers. See if you can find the elusive
Mother Millers Spring when you’re up there. After crossing a little
preliminary light scrub on the flats we will go in via one of the long
spurs - nothing difficult to negotiate, but a sustained climb of over
1500 m and about 10 km each way so it will be a long day. Admire
the sheep when you are out there - John Robert Godley, the man
who met the first 4 ships, is regarded as the founder of the
Canterbury settlement and had a strong influence on the conditions
of those early pastoral land leases.
Saturday 7 November
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: ModHard
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 5 Nov
Map:
BW19
Approx: $30

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Mount Thomas, Grey systems - Okuku (1143 m) or Keretu (972
m): Over the back of Mount Grey is Keretu & Okuku either side of
the Okuku Pass. Both are on open country some tracks and
untracked. I intend to knockoff Okuku (1143m) via Pigeon Bush if
access is available and if not we can view it from Keretu across the
Okuku Gorge, a coming overnight summer tramp. Both give great
views. Time: 4- 5 hrs. Height: 972 m / 1143 m depending on route.
Saturday 7 November
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy+
5 Nov
BV23
$10

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Mt. Lyndon: Mt. Lyndon overlooks Lake Lyndon just beyond
Porters Pass. Starting from the south west end of the lake at the
Lodge, we climb up to a low saddle and then to the summit, 1489
m. Great views of the surrounding area. 700 m height gain. Return
the same way.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy/Mod
5 Nov
BW21
$20

Long Weekend 13-15 November
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 3589125
judychris@xnet.co.nz

Lake Nerine: Visit Lake Nerine via Sugarloaf & Rockburn track, Grade:
returning via North Col and Routeburn North Branch track.
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Long Weekend 13-15 November
Departure point: Contact Leader

Hard
5 Nov
CA09 CB08
$70 + Hut
Fees

Leader: Warwick Dowling 021 35 4545
warwick.dowling@gmail.com

Manakau (2608 m): Leave Chch Friday morning, and walk to Grade: Mod/Hard
campsite near Barrats Biv. Saturday up early and at it for a long day Closes: 5 Nov
trip to summit and back to camp (1900m height gain). Sunday walk Map:
BT27 BT2
out. Trip weather dependent.
Approx: $35 +
Accom
Long Weekend 13-16 November Alternative
Date: 20 - 23 November
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Shaun Wong / Scott Sutherland
021 234 6847 shaunwong@mail.com

Transalpine Traverse- Hokitika To Rakaia - Weather
Dependent: Following requests for a multiday trip, we have finally
settled on a 4 day transalpine traverse from Hokitika to the Rakaia
during the November period, if weather permits. Day 01: Start from
Hokitika Gorge Walk with a wee womble up Whitcombe River to
Frew Hut for the night. Day 02: An early ascent up Frew Creek over
Frew Saddle and across to Mathias Pass to setup a basecamp;
where if time permits, the group shall summit Gerard Peak (2065
m) and return to the basecamp. Day 03: Tracking down Canyon
Creek to North Mathias River and setting up camp at Moraine Hut
by Blacksmith Point. Day 04: Travel down the Mathias River across
to the Rakaia River and finishing at Algidus Road. Notes: This trip
is dependent on the weather as there are multiple river crossings
and will also require some extensive logistical planning. River
crossing, ice axe and crampon skills are essential.
Sunday 15 November
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Moderate+
Closes: 5 Nov
Map:
BV18 BV19
BW19
Approx: Circa $80
plus hut
fees

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Craigieburn Valley/Camp Saddle: The trip starts in the Upper
Cave Stream Reserve and follows a track up through mountain
beech forest to Lyndon Saddle. The track then follows the
Craigieburn Valley, then off track for a 500 m climb up to Camp
Saddle. From the saddle, we head along the spur to Point 1525,
then a scree descent to Lyndon Saddle. If time permits, we’ll aim to
make a short, 150 m ascent to Helicopter Hill, before heading back
to the cars via the Lyndon Saddle Track. Round trip around 14 km
and 700 - 800 m height gain.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

EasyMod+
12 Nov
BW21
$20

Wednesday 18 November

Club Night

Iceland - The Land of Fire and Ice!: Iceland - a land of natural beauty and amazing
contrasts. Volcanoes and glaciers, mud pools, geysers, waterfalls, fiords and much more!
Michel and Hilde will show us some photos from their two weeks hiking, camping and diving
trip around Iceland in August last year.
Saturday 21 November

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
Davidlsutton@yahoo.co.uk

Garnet Peak: It is near Mon Sex Millia. Park where state highway Grade: ModHard
7 crosses Matagouri Stream. Climb the ridge on the true right of Closes: 19 Nov
Matagouri Stream to Pt 1720. Follow the ridge to Garnet Peak. Map:
BU23
Descend via Pt 1642 and Pt 1373.
Approx: $40
Saturday 28 November

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Middle Rock - Conical Hill: Enjoy afternoon tea with an easy day
tramp on the Rakaia River terraces. In this variation, we lunch on
top of Conical Hill (Dry Acheron Walkway), reached from Middle
Rock Station. Easy social tramp, generally on well-maintained farm
tracks. Great views of the Alps, Mt Hutt Range and Lake Coleridge.
Afternoon tea ($10), provided at Middle Rock Station by the hosts.
More at www.middlerock.co.nz. Time: 4 hours + afternoon tea.
Height gain 400 m.
Multi day trip 6-12 February
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Easy/Social
Closes: 26 Nov
Map:
BX20
BW20
Approx: $20 + $10

Leader: Warwick Dowling 021 35 4545
warwick.dowling@gmail.com

Multiday weather dependent trip: Garden of Eden and Allah
(Glacier trip): The Gardens of Eden and Allah are a great
opportunity for any club members interested in tramping on these
spectacular ice-plateaus on the Main Divide above the head of the
Clyde River. As this trip is in its infancy, all interests and suggestions
are welcome. If you are interested in this trip please register your
interest or contact the trip leader. Glacier rope skills required. The
dates may shift in February to suit the weather, so flexible annual
leave will be very handy.

Grade: ModHard
Closes: 28 Jan
Map:
BW17
BW18
Approx: Contact
Leader

Trip Reports
End of Year

Trip Report Prize!
In an effort to encourage members to share their adventures in the hills, we have decided
to introduce the Trip Report Prize! The best trip report of 2015 will be awarded with a prize
at the annual end of year pot luck tea. So start submitting your tallest stories for publication.
Remember, truth should never get in the way of a good tale…
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12 July 2015

Mt Alexander (North Canterbury)
We’ve all driven through Waikari many times en-route to the bigger mountains, roared down
the straight past the Hurunui Hotel, barely noticing Mt Alexander nestled in this farming
hinterland. Today 14 people got to see expansive views from this hill, only 748m high but
giving superb views of the snow cloaked Alps and inland plains. The days’ planned walk was
a loop following 4WD farm tracks on Foxdown Farm; firstly up through pine plantation, then
climbing through paddocks and tussocks to the summit of Mt Alexander. (Not to be confused
with THE Mt Alexander near Otira). The summit can be reached by following Mt Alexander
Road which services the communications tower, but our trip avoided the road.
Saturday dawned clear but a frosty neg 4 degrees had 12
rugged-up trampers eager to go. There was a slight delay
during which our deflated leader was rescued from the
roadside by City Care and delivered by petrol power to “Z”!
With our leader present (still in jandals!) we hit the road to
Waikari at 8.30am and as it was a harder frost up-country
we drove cautiously in case of black ice. We picked up
Janey in Amberley and re-grouped at Waikari, sampling
good home-made pies and coffee. From here we branched
down Waikari Valley- Cargill Road to Foxdown Road and
parked at Foxdown farm. We started walking about
10.30am, it was fine but chilly.
We followed a good farm road steadily uphill, and reached
snow at 500m. The view started to unfold as we climbed
Mani and Harpreet head up the
and by the time we reached the top ridges, we could see all
snow
the way from Mt Lyford down the heavily snow-covered
Amuri Range. The Amuri Plains were covered in white haze as the heavy frost dissipated in
the sun. The Lowry Range southwards was a rumpled and confused maze of lower hills,
flanking the Amuri Plains and Waiau River. As the farms’ tracks tended to be on the southern
side of the hills we had calf-deep snow much of the way, some of it blown in wave patterns
and frozen in-situ.
When we reached the summit about 1.30pm, it was still well below freezing with hoar frost
on all the vegetation and icicles hanging from the communications towers. Horizontally
windblown snow appeared to have snap-frozen in-situ on the matagouri. With the sun
shining from behind through the icicles it made for great photos! The view was superb in all
directions, with white mountains running the backbone of the landscape under blue sky.
There were good views of the Hurunui River weaving its way across the Amuri Plain.
After poses at the trig, as it was my birthday I surprised
everyone by pulling out a creamed lemon sponge
birthday cake with a token gesture of 5 candles (the
correct number would’ve needed a much bigger cake!)
We lit the candles with difficulty in the breeze (with real
matches which generated more surprise), and sang HB
and smeared our faces and fingers with lemon cream.
It was delicious... But the wind was icy and it was too
Bruce contemplates the next mission
cold to spend too long so we started down about 2pm.
We squeezed through a number of fences with varying
degrees of composure, picked up a farm track along a ridge and headed back towards our
cars in the sunshine. The frost was still un-melted on the lower paddocks and there was
thick ice on the puddles. We arrived back at the cars as the sun was setting at 4.45pm,
feeling weary but exhilarated after quite a long days’ walking. We had 5 trampers on their
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first trip with us, so it was an excellent start to their tramping experiences. The trip statistics:
we covered 16km and climbed 750 vertical metres. (Thanks Janey for this info).
The Waikari Tea Rooms were both shut so we stopped at the Waikari pub to divvy up money
and have a coffee. That wasn’t a happening thing as the coffee machine was broken, but a
nice cold coke was just as good. The hot chips were very good. We arrived back at Chch
“Z” at 6.45pm.
Thanks to Bruce for another good exploring trip and a great winter destination. These winter
days make for great views and really enjoyable days walking with some crunchy snow
underfoot and snow-covered mountains everywhere! A heavy frost just adds to the charm!
Thanks Janey for supplying the GPX file attached to this report.
Trampers present were Bruce Cameron (leader), Mani and Harpreet Singh, Lorraine Poole,
Janey Thomas, Pip Hawkes, Kay Taylor (birthday girl and scribe). Ivo and Matha, Lindsay,
Jules and Jum, Mary-Ann and Kelly Purdie all completed their first club trip.
1-2 August 2015

Fanging and Glutting at Fanghill Hut
On Saturday despite a wet forecast, 6 trampers headed for Glenthorne Station at the head
of Lake Coleridge. Our destination was Fanghill Hut in the Wilberforce Valley, an authentic
musterer’s hut situated by Fanghill Stream. The intention was for Steve to 4WD the 8km
with our glutting gear, while we followed at a leisurely pace with day packs. The moon would
be full and we were hoping to have snow-clad mountains glistening in the moon light.
We arrived at Glenthorne Station after 20km of gravel road from the turnoff on Homestead
Road. We saw the station manager and paid our fees: $20 for vehicle access and $5 each
hut fee. Bruce surprised us all by putting on NEW boots, purple and green long johns and
admitting his feet were cold! We started walking at midday, under an overcast sky. The bad
weather stayed away, swirling around further up the valley and just a few scattered showers
reached us.
We followed a muddy farm track
past Castle Hill and fields of halfchewed swedes (the vegetable
that is) to pop out on the expansive
flats beside the Wilberforce River.
We enjoyed good views up the
Wilberforce, Mt Oakden’s craggy
northern flanks and snow on the
Blackhill Range. Gargarus looked
like a fat plum pudding with snow
for icing. Once the swede fields
were passed, the shingle fans were
covered with thick herb fields of
Celmisia
and
clumps
of
Dracophyllum. Across the river the
Rolleston Range looked craggy
and imposing.

Lunching in the sunshine

Boundary Stream was a merry brook and Bruce built us some steeping stones so we 4
ladies wouldn’t get our boots wet (trip leaders note the precedent that has been set!) Kelly
gained useful river crossing experiences. First she decided to cross in bare feet as she
wasn’t taking any chances with Bruce’s stepping stones. The next stream she ran through
and exited squarely into a cow dung splat, but by the end of the trip she was skilfully doing
a ballerina pose on Bruce’s log addition to the stepping stones!
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The walk in took 3 hours, Steve was in residence with his tent up and chow in progress. The
fire was ablaze and the blackened old kettle boiling. The hut has (apparently) been
renovated, it has 6 bunks, open fire and a huge wooden table. There were lots of old writings
and carvings on the roof, walls, hut door, and table dating back to 1936, all giving it an
atmosphere not found in modern DOC huts.
Two hunters were also planning to stay the night, but left us the run of the hut until late
evening. We put up tents due to lack of space in the hut. Kelly decided to sleep in Bruce’s
one-person bivvy tent, which was brave as it resembled an Egyptian sarcophagus...
That night we glutted out on burgers, pasta, cheesecake, custard and numerous cups of
tea. Kelly developed a strange green glow prompting queries of alien origins! The hunters
joined us and cooked steak and drank one litre cans of Russian lager (which were
subsequently turned into impressive meths stoves at Chris’s “make a stove” club night!).
Alas we were denied all but a fleeting glimpse of the moon, spotted at 1 am under scurrying
clouds as it blew nor-west with scattered showers all night. Kelly became claustrophobic
after one hour inside her dinky wee bivvy tent, and beat a retreat to the hut!
On Sunday morning we walked up Fanghill Stream into one of the upper basins. Pig hunters
had butchered their catch about 150 m from the hut, and pelts and rib cages etc were
scattered through the undergrowth. Ugh. The weather deteriorated and after a brew back at
the hut, we left for civilisation at 1 pm. Bruce looked like Father Christmas in his bright red
3XL sized parka! He then turned into Gandalf at Boundary Stream and tried to part the
waters for us with his wooden staff but instead made it rain! Lorraine impressed us all with
her sewing skills, having made everything she wore: polypro long johns and top, her pack
and her nice LONG parka (note all you product designers, no wet shorts).
We met Steve at Glenthorne, retrieved our gear and headed for Christchurch at 4 pm. We
stopped for a quick look at the Harper River diversion which was interesting. Bruce’s
grandfather was an English electrical engineer who had worked on the planning for NZ’s
hydro schemes, including the Lake Coleridge scheme. The cafe at Hororata was closed, so
we headed straight back to town arriving at 6.30 pm. Thanks heaps to Bruce for leading the
trip and arranging access, and Steve for driving our gear in for us. An excellent idea! We
should do more of these “drive and walk” combinations!
The Fangers and Glutters were Bruce Cameron (leader), Steve Bruerton (4WDer), Karen
Garrick, Lorraine Poole, Kelly Purdie and Kay Taylor (scribe).
22 August 2015

Staces Hill Tarn
Canterbury High Country: Fine
Wind at 1000 metres: light
Wind at 2000 metres: light!!
This was the forecast for the Hakatere Conservation Park, our destination….
A stunning day was delivered, and the mountains beckoned.
We met the city crew at Mt Somers outside the general store - they were early and keen!
Coffees, sweets etc were purchased before hopping back in the cars and taking the road
towards the Ashburton Lakes.
Before long the Hakatere basin opened up and we could see our goal, Staces Hill (1479 m),
northwest of Lake Heron. The last bit of road was a bit rutted and muddy but the two-wheel
drives got through OK… finally we parked at the trailhead of the Cameron Hut Route.
River shoes were installed, there was a brief “briefing” from our leader Bruce before we
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trotted across the flats towards the Cameron River (any relation Bruce?).
Although not deep, the water was swift and each tramper took their own line across. The
less experienced were helped over by others (well done team!) and one by one we gathered
on a grassy knoll above the river and pulled on our boots.
From there, it was UP, matagouri thickets were conquered and the main ridge gained… no
tracks here. Soon the group split into two with the speedies striding towards the upper tarn
with lunch on their minds. This took the pressure off the other half whom we hope were able
to enjoy the walk without going at a pace unsuited to their fitness. Our kind leader stayed
with this group and no doubt gave them much encouragement.
On our left we could see the lower tarn (850m) and wished there had been time to divert
there to check it out. Maybe next time!
A lonely NZ Falcon (Falco Novaeseelandiae, Kārearea) was seen at 1000 m, and duly
photographed (later the observation was recorded on Nature Watch NZ). The higher we
went, the more majestic the scenery… cameras were given quite a workout.
Soon the upper tarn appeared at 1200 m and we discovered it was frozen. Lunch was eaten
while some brave souls cautiously tested the ice. It held. Phew!

Extensive views of Lake Heron and the Hakatere Reserve on the way down Staces Hill

Packs were left lying in the grass (we scanned the skies for Kea but none to be seen)…and
we set our sights firmly on Staces Hill, another 280 m above, glistening with a mild dusting
of snow.
Before long the top was gained and behold! There stood the Arrowsmiths northwest of our
location, glorious in their snowy mantle and quite breathtaking. Across the valley was Wild
Mans Brother Range (who was this “wild” man I wonder?) with the Cameron River flowing
southeast at the base but hidden from our view. At the head of this valley is the Cameron
Hut (run by the Canterbury Mountaineering Club) and surrounded by glaciers (Ashburton,
South Cameron and Cameron).
Behind us and SE over Lake Heron, stood the Taylor and Mt Somers Ranges, with their
tawny flanks, snow-capped and splendid against a crystal clear sky.
Picture Perfect.
Alas, it was time to go and back down the hill we went, with a little tobogganing along the
way.
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Just as we arrived at the frozen tarn, we saw the heads of the second group disappearing
into the distance. Glad they made it too.
The shadows lengthened, the colours intensified and the lower tarn glistened like a blue
jewel. Stunning!
Back at the Cameron River we could see the level was up due to the day’s snowmelt. Extra
caution was required so more people linked up to cross. Not just a stronger current was the
challenge but hidden wire from a collapsed fence snagged the boots of a few. Some kindly
folk made the crossing several times to help the less confident. This was great to see, a
supportive group is a strong group.
Back on the road and straight to the Mt Somers pub for a debrief finished the day nicely.
Then it was the long drive home in the dark (150km for us, 115km for the town crew).
Many thanks to Bruce for picking the perfect day to walk amongst the mountains.
Bruce Cameron (leader), Karen Garrick, Heidi, Sherry, John, Mani & Harpreet Singh,
Anthony Clark, Kelly Purdie, Lorraine Poole, Brian Dougan, Debbie Bevins, Kay Taylor,
Harley James, Roger Thomas, Janey Thomas (scribe).
Total 10.6km return
755m total elevation
11-12 September 2015

Mueller Hut, Snow caving and Annette plateau
Snow caving report
I was excited at the prospect of digging a snow cave and sleeping in it however I started to
doubt this trip after the destination was changed from Mt Cheeseman to Mueller Hut
(1800m), Aoraki Mount Cook National Park. I think we can all agree that the journey to these
two final destinations are very different. I wondered whether I’d be physically able to
complete the walk up to the hut, build the cave and then descend the next day, bearing in
mind that two thirds of the way up to the hut consisted of over 2000 steps (Bill’s estimate) –
my body does not like steps ☹.
Saturday morning we set-off
up to the hut and I decided to
count each step in order to try
and focus my mind on
something else other than the
pain my legs would be going
through, only to be told by Bill
that when I reached the
2000th step and queried how
much further, he thought it
could have been another a
further 200 steps, or a bit
more! This is my 6th trip with
CTC and I have learnt to
never believe the leader when
they estimate how far away
the pot of gold is. They
A lunch spot with a view!
always lie! Adding to my
anxiety / excitement was using crampons and an ice axe for the first time. Thankfully the
views going up the steps were pretty amazing albeit they were behind us - a good excuse
to stop for several seconds for a breather, water and picture taking. Once we hit the snow
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and the steps were behind us, wow! I loved it and thoroughly enjoyed using my new tools in
the snow. Snow makes everything look pretty and you soon forget about the outside world
and any troubles you may have. Our trip was combined with two other CTC trips so there
were 21 of us in total (9 booked in for the snow caving, James H on a mission to climb Mt
Ollivier and Natasha and Jo taking in some ski touring).
After around 4 ½ hours (I think), we were all at Mueller Hut enjoying a well-earned lunch.
Soon after, the Grand Design building of snow caves began. Armed with saws and spades,
we set to work building our accommodation for the night. The construction took around 2 ½
hours with 3 fully enclosed units built and one half built where Jonathan erected his little
tent. The cave I was in was quite spacious although the lounge area didn’t work well – the
heating wouldn’t work…. Building the caves was a fun and enjoyable experience and very
satisfying to see how well our efforts had paid off. Sleeping in them was fine, after sharing a
small bottle of baileys amongst a few of us before bedtime (you know, to help warm the
cockles), until I woke up at 02:30 feeling rather cold. Even my two hot water bottles were
cold and my sleeping bag was not up to the cold conditions.
The next morning, Sunday, the whole
group split into three. One group
explored Annette Plateau leaving
very early, another group made their
descent back to normality around
09:30 whilst James Hopkins, Ivo and
myself hung around the amazing
Mueller Hut and then took a small
venture up Mt Ollivier (1933m). Up
here the views were even more
breath-taking. It was here where I
experienced my first ever bum slide
(involuntary as I wasn’t actually
ready to slide but my bum thought
differently). Whilst chasing my phone
CTC members approach Mueller Hut
down as it whizzed past me at an
incredible speed, I was enjoying a big adrenaline rush, losing control and rolling over and
completing a “roly-poly” or two, not looking lady like at all.
Around 13:00 both groups then started to make our final descent from Mueller Hut back
down to join the others. During this descent, we encountered several more bum slides!
Whoopeeee…….
We were lucky enough to experience amazing weather with warm sun and dark blue skies
the whole weekend! Thank you to everyone that made the trip. I met new people, made new
friends, saw new views and tried new things – crampons and ice axe, bum slides, snow
caving, experienced minor alpine conditions and wading through waist high deep snow (not
entirely planned although James was happy I paved a way through for him). I think I speak
for everyone when I say that this trip was incredibly enjoyable with some of the best views
ever seen and one of the best adventures I have been lucky enough to be on.
Snow cavers: Kelly Purdie (scribe), Ivo Rongen, Bill Johnson (foreman), Pip Hawkes, Peter
Drinkwater and 4 French prospective CTCers (will we see them again?).
Mueller hut to Annette Plateau and back
The call came early. After a restless night punctuated with snoring and hourly charms on
someone’s watch, Tom’s shout at 5.15am was not well received. The temptation to roll over
and ignore it was brief. Food and caffeine were needed to fuel me out of the hut and this
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necessitated melting some snow. It
was worth the cold to catch a
glimpse of Aoraki Mount Cook in the
blue pre-dawn light. Something I
might have missed if I wasn’t so
addicted to coffee. Thank you,
coffee!
9 of us set out with Warwick, who
had managed to charm the lovely
Karen into sharing her freshly
melted snow.
He might have
missed the pre-dawn view but I’m
sure he wasn’t disappointed with
the view of the pink rays of dawn
catching the tops of Mt Sefton and
Footstool and the snow around the
hut appearing to glow blue. He lead
the way across steep slopes of the
Sealy range beneath Mt Ollivier and
Kitchener and beneath the Waihi
Pass, remembering the advice we
received from Cam in the CMC hut
to avoid descending too far as we’d
only have to regain the height.
The winds were lighter than forecast
and the snow was softer than we’d
hoped. Tom, Karen and Elizabeth
started off in snow shoes. Tom made it look easy but, lacking experience, and possibly
confidence, the women stopped in a zone of relative safety on the steep slope to change
into crampons. The fellas waited for us and we progressed together across steep slopes
through deep snow. You’d think being in the latter half of the party would have made the
going easy but, trust me, following long legged gents with big strides is not easy for an
average height Welsh woman! Luckily, Noel educated me in the ways of rest steps. Fully
extending my back leg helped to take the burn out of my thigh and made me look more like
a pro. Thank you, Noel!
Elizabeth, Peter and others arriving at the Annette
Plateau

Evidence of the previous days snowballing drew our attention to the avalanche risk. We
certainly didn’t want to be traversing the steep slopes after the full heat of the sun
destabilised the snow. Our illustrious leaders Tom and Warwick set a turnaround
deadline. The heat of the sun necessitated several stops to remove layers and apply
suncream. It made for spectacular views of Mt Eric and Mt Isabel across the Mueller
glacier. So many glaciers! We noticed 2 people approaching us from the direction of the
hut. We were joined by Jonathan C, whose impressive pace seemed only slightly slower
than that of Petra, an Austrian backcountry skier whose company we had enjoyed in the
Mueller hut and who had shared a tipple of schnapps with Karen and Tom on Mount Ollivier
during a Saturday afternoon saunter from the hut.
We reached the Annette Plateau with just enough time to get to a high point and spend a
little longer enjoying the spectacular views. There’s some debate as to whether we reached
the top of Mt Annette (2235 m) or the peak just 400 m north of it. After all that slogging, with
great views and wonderful company, I’m happy either way! (Warwick confirms via his GPS
that it was Annette’s “sister” to the north). We had a great view of the wind scoop that would
have been our location for practising crevasse rescue, and got enough of a look at the
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Barrow Col and Mount Sealy to put it on the wish list for another trip.
We returned the same way, though much faster as we followed our tracks. We joined Kelly,
Ivo and James at the hut for lunch then made our way back down to the cars. We returned
physically at least. My mind keeps wandering back to those stunning views and I may have
left a little bit of myself (my heart? my marbles?) up there. I’d better go back and have a
look just in case.
CTCers: Warwick Dowling (leader), Tom Hu (snow shoe champion and chief step plugger),
Michel Holleman (the machine), Karen Tait (photos), Rodger Smith, Peter Drinkwater, Noel
Walker, Roi Gapuzan, Elizabeth E-J (scribe) and (after a lie in) Jonathan Carr.
Mueller Hut: James Hopkins, Natasha Sydorenko and Jo McGirr
19 September 2015

Mt Somers (A Spot of Sunshine far from Castle Hill Peak)
‘What a horrible day for
a tramp’ someone
exclaimed tongue in
cheek as we headed
up Mt Somers in bright
sunshine. An attempt
on Castle Hill Peak had
been thwarted on a
number
of
fronts;
leader injury, rubbish
weather
forecast,
uncertainty about snow
levels on Porters Pass
and
avalanche
possibility. But three
hardy trampers still
showed up for a quick
meeting and change of
Chief tea brewer on Mt Somers
plans at 8 am in the Z
carpark on Saturday morning. The map bag was unloaded, three weather reports were
consulted, and then after a knowledgeable look at the bleak sky it was decided that
Pinnacles Hut for lunch would be just the ticket.
Arriving in the deserted Stavely carpark to calm if somewhat overcast conditions, the plan
quickly changed to a jaunt up Mt Somers. As we exited the muddy track into the sub-alpine
scrub the sun began to poke through the clouds, illuminating the track ahead. The top of Mt
Somers was clearly visible with a dusting of new snow from the front the night before, making
us the track breakers and ensuring we kept good watch for the poles along the route. The
snow was soft as we plugged up the spur and onto the ridge, with crampons only needed
for the last wander along the ridge on variable wind-blown crust and soft fresh snow.
Arriving on top we were pleased to see much of the promised weather settled about Banks
Peninsula and the northern foothills around Porters Pass. The views across the Hakatere
Conservation Park to the snowy mountains beyond and along the foothills to the north were
stunning, with them seemingly painted in oils rather than captured on high-resolution film. A
glider appeared and circled silently above us, its pilot waving enthusiastically, apparently as
surprised to see us there as we were to see him.
Lunch on top and a second boil of the billy was given a hurry along by the arrival of a stiff
southerly breeze that had us packing up and heading off reasonably quickly. As we
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cramponed down a lovely snow slope we could see the snow showers approaching in
curtains, and soon the wind had dropped and the snow was gently wafting over us.
A leisurely stroll back along the track to the car was only interrupted briefly by the
appearance of a runner heading up to the junction and back. Also surprised to see us, we
all agreed it was too nice a day to be wasted in the city, and we were lucky to be enjoying
the ‘sweet spot’ in the weather that had opened up over Mt Somers.
Trampers: Elizabeth Eaden-Jones (chief decision maker), Chris McGimpsey (chief tea
brewer), and Karen Tait (bringing up the rear, scribe).
19-20 September 2015

Intermediate Snow Craft Course Two
Italian Hitch, alpine butterfly, auto bloc, and wait for it, the Alpine G String; if the names don’t
pique your interest best you keep a firm grip on the rugby guide in your favourite armchair
in front of the telly; an alpine snow course is probably not your cup of tea.
It was however for six lucky folk from the CTC in September. After hearing about how good
the first snow course was there was no way I was going to miss out on the next session.
The course content was prepared and run by Gideon Geerling over a weekend at the Temple
Basin ski field.
We arrived on Friday night, legged it up the hill, sorted out our gear and were briefed by
Gideon over a welcoming lodge curry and a few beers. The bubbly teenagers also at the
lodge faded into background – our attentions fully focused on the job in hand.
This was the “intermediate” snow course, which was carefully prepared by Gideon to align
what is a vast scope to “the tramper who likes to venture above the snowline”. Even this
pared down scope on alpine snow craft is extensive and as Gideon stated at the Friday
briefing he would in the limited available time available “provide us with the tools and how
to use them” – stating it’s then up to us to carry on learning and practicing this very
specialised subject.
So Saturday morning saw Eric, Mel, Scott, Gareth, Josh and me up before 7, wolf down
breakfast, gear-up and head out with Gideon up the hill in a less-than-balmy 0 degrees
(‘twas a wee bit cooler than this when the howling southerly wind-chill was included – but
hey! we’re now budding mountaineers so who cares!).
It’s a blur now but Saturday consisted of installing and testing snow anchors (many types)
in the morning and after our field lunch heading further up Bill’s Basin for a spot of crevasse
rescue. After roping up in pairs with the correct length of rope and knots every few meters
for typical glacier travel we had turns in walking into a “crevasse”; the front guy would
disappear over the edge while the trailing person assumed the rescue stance and
procedure. This was practiced at a 4m high vertical snow wall (the name for these formations
escapes me), which involved considerable nerve to willingly “walk the plank” as it were
(crampons where removed just in case).
Night two saw a few of us bag down in the Lockwood shelter, me making my way there &
back with my trusty crampons on my jandals to keep my boots nice and snug in the drying
room.
Day two consisted on another 8am start – this time the lecture room; all things ropes and
knots. We each tied-on and via harness and foot prussics made our way slowly up the rope
to the ceiling mounted ‘biner. I even surprised myself that I was able to do this at my tender
age – I guess it helped having all the onlookers. Then it was transferring a belayed “climber”
off your harness to an anchor point; all fingers and thumbs with heaps of different knots to
remember and tie.
After lunch it was out into the southerly again for a bit of abseiling – something I’d never
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done before. Gideon took us through the nuances of how to identify a suitable rock to use
for securing a sling to for the abseiling (to trust your life with was all I could think of), the key
signs being the dull thud and echo felt in the hand versus higher pitched ring of good rock.
We had goes going down the face, first with a bulky 9.2mm double rope versus the much
more lively and smooth twin 8mm; we were getting the hang of this mountain stuff quicksmart.
After that we ambled and slid our way down the
hill to the lodge, finished packing, said our
various goodbyes and headed down to Scott’s
wagon for the drive home (8pm).
All-in-all it was a fantastic weekend, not your
usual physical tramping outing but very taxing
(mentally) all the same. It was a great
opportunity to meet a ridgy-didge mountaineer –
someone who plies his trade in the mountains,
plus the other CTC guys on the course as we all
had something in common. The weather too was
appropriate, very cold and windy; meaning
everything we did outside was done layered up
with gloves well and truly on, the red faces were
courtesy of the wind.
This course is a must for anyone who regularly
heads above the snowline as safety is your own
responsibility – it’s not fair or appropriate to
assume your safety or wellbeing is being looked
after by others – the club needs capable people
at all levels of tramping. It’s very easy for those
bush walks to slowly morph into snow tramps
Crampons safely installed on jandals
without really realising the risks also change –
higher up and in the mountains risks can be extreme and the consequences
unforgiving. Personally I give this course a 10 out of 10; mainly due to the presenter –
Gideon. Apart from being a highly regarded leader in the mountaineering field and providing
1-on-1 and group hands-on training for over 10 years he is brilliant at the often difficult job;
that of conveying knowledge. The other go-to source Gideon had and suggested we get is
the “Alpine Guides Technical Manual” (the 2014 edition is now out), you can get a copy from
the NZAC shop at Unit 6, 6 Raycroft St, Waltham (off Wilson St-Opawa Rd) - think of it as
your own Gideons Bible.
PS – back to the G String; in a rather nervous whisper Eric did query Gideon if the term
“alpine G String” was widely known or would he be advised he’s in the wrong shop when
making this discrete inquiry at the Bivouac counter.
Participants: Rodger Smith (scribe), Eric Skea, Scott Sutherland, Josh Johnson, Gareth
Caves, Mel Nelson.
January 2016

Tramping the whole of New Zealand
Recent club member, Kelly Purdie, is off to tramp around NZ in 2016. This is her story, and how you can get
in touch with her to ‘tag along’ for part of it.

As the eldest of 8 children, you can imagine that we had a very active childhood - almost
enough for a football team actually! Sports was a part of growing up and it seemed natural
to want to have a career in something active. So, I joined the Royal Air Force (as a medic),
in 1996 when I was 17 years old, and spent an amazing 11 years in a wonderful job. I
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travelled to many places around the world and experienced some awesome things and
best of all, met some great people. In 2007 I moved to New Zealand into the NZAF also as
a medic, but disliked it and left after just 13 months (it was a bit too boring for my liking and
very, very different to the RAF). Since then, I have been working for a Beef and Lamb
company and absolutely love it, however, there is something missing in my life. So, to fit in
with my crazy personality, tick off something from my bucket list and to fulfil my active
ways, I have decided to walk NZ. This will be an incredibly hard, but very rewarding
challenge. One that I hope, some members of the CTC will be keen to join me along some
of the route and be a part of this wonderful journey.
I plan to leave Picton mid-January, travel the South Island the East side first then up the
West side. Across the waters to Wellington and up the West side of the North Island. I
hope my physical, mental and financial abilities will keep me going and not give-up in the
first week! I wish to see all sorts of sites and do all sorts of activities, so I probably will not
get to walk all of NZ since I have to finish at the end of December, as my parents will be
visiting me in January 2017.
I have spent the last 8 years in
the North Island, before
moving to Christchurch in
March this year. I joined the
CTC for several reasons - to
gain experience in tramping,
help keep my fitness up, meet
new people and view some of
the wonderful scenery NZ has
to offer. I am so glad I did but
wish I had joined a tramping
club years ago. I have been
on several trips with the CTC
since June, including
spending 2 weekend trips
away. One to Fang Hill Hut
Kelly on a recent trip to Staces Tarn with the CTC
with Bruce (Gandalf as I have
nicknamed him), and the latest with Shaun and Chris to Kellys Range. I have enjoyed all of
these tramps and have made some great friends along the way.
As you can imagine, planning a year-long walking trip is a very interesting and long task. I
am planning my route right down to the streets I will be walking but the hardest thing so
far, has been trying to work out what to pack in my bags!! With everything I thought I
should take (bear in mind I am female however I do have common sense, I managed to
find a travel sized hair dryer and straighteners! Ha only joking, if only it was that simple), I
would need an extra 70 litre backpack! Whoops. I'm in serious trouble and I haven't even
allowed room for food.....
Anyway, once I have finished planning the route, I am more than happy to email it to
anyone who may be happy to join me on some of it. Maybe a food drop off point? That
would be very helpful and no doubt seeing friendly faces will be encouraging. Equally, if
anyone has friends or family they know along the way that would be happy for me to pitch
my tent in their garden, this would be incredibly nice and safer for me.
Thank you to the CTC for letting me experience what I have done so far and remember, if
you have any advice / tips that will help me along the way, please feel free to have a chat
with me.
For more information please email Kelly directly: bristolblonde32@hotmail.com
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Musings

Tramping Amnesia
Thoughts from a ‘happy tramper’ while climbing Rat Hill, behind Mt Hutt.
It hurts so much. Why do I put myself through it? Each time promising myself that the next
time I come out it will be easier, I will be that little bit fitter. But it doesn't seem to get easier, maybe because the need is to climb higher and harder. So it hurts.
I was contemplating exactly this one bright sunny Sunday morning as all I could see was
tussock or slippy slidey scree above me, the same as what I had spent the last hour climbing. My calves were screaming at my brain that they didn't want to do it anymore, and my
brain was tending to agree. 'Stupid, stupid, stupid', I muttered under my breath, trying to
ignore the tiny pebbles that had worked their way under my already somewhat scrunched
up sock. Though at least this distracted me from what I suspected to be a rather angry
looking blister forming on the back of my other heel. As I began to contemplate if it was
possible for blisters to form and remain intact on the soles of my feet, and how bad blisters
might need to be to cause scarring, and if perhaps that might be a good excuse for stopping, I crested the hill.
And it was all forgotten.

Caption Competition
Best caption, as judged by the club members at the next newsletter folding night (October
28th), will receive a small sweet treat. Please email submission to editor@ctc.org.nz before
4pm on the 28th Oct, or they may be made in person on the night.
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Classifieds
Macpac Possum baby/smallish child carrier: VG condition, ready to go! Ideal for parents
AND grandparents. Never too young to tramp with this classic pack!! Has sunshield and
foot stirrups. $70. Ph Kay Taylor 03 3584580 or text to 0221526158.Thanks Kay Taylor.
Classified Ads: Are available to CTC members at no charge.

More about the CTC
Club Officers
President:

Steve Bruerton

322-6196

Vice President: Andrea Zahn

382 1044

Secretary:

Angela Lowery

0220889370

Treasurer:

Natasha Sydorenko 0223140684

Club Captain:

Kate Taylor

980-8224

New Members
Chris McGimpsey
Rep:

03 3589125

Day Trip
Organiser:

021 35 4545

Warwick Dowling

Overnight Trip
Organiser:

Shaun Wong

021 234 6847

Social
Convenor:

Kay Taylor

03358-4580

Gear Custodian: Bernhard Parawa

337 3125

Editor:

027 520 6464

Karen Tait

Hut Convenor: Gareth Caves

03 9808 224

IT Convenor:

351-2344

Richard Lobb

Access Officer: Michele Hood

027 331 4779

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please book
before leaving town to ensure there is a bunk available. For keys and bookings, phone
Gareth Caves 03 9808 224; or if he’s away, Steve Bruerton 322 6196; or if they’re both away,
Rex Vink 3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner, $20 non-member, $5
kids under 12. If you find any problems or maintenance required, please contact the hut
convenor, Gareth Caves.
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Bernhard Parawa, ph. 337 3125. Note: club
gear assigned to you is your responsibility;
please take care of it. Please make sure you
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the outside of your pack can be easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This may result in serious damage to your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking them on a trip even if they are not used,
and report any damage to the gear custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:
Tent

$3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons

$4 per weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel

$4 per weekend

Large/small weekend
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets

Free

Personal locator beacons

Free

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 22 October 2015 – Thanks.
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PLACE
Once in a while
you may come across a place
where everything
is as close to perfection
as you ill ever need.
And striving to be faultless
the air on its knees
holds the trees apart,
yet nothing categorically
this, or that, and before the dusk
mellows and fails
the light is like honey
on the stems of tussock grass,
and the shadows
are mauve birthmarks
on the hills.
- Brian Turner
From: Elemental – Central Otago Poems
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